Our Members

The A-APRP (GC)’s Recruitment and Orientation Brochure #2

The Members of the A-APRP (GC) are ideological recruits, recruited to be disciplined yet compassionate Pan-Africanist socialist revolutionaries, the new men and women of Africa who “always guide and protect the children [and are committed to] always be the servant of the people.” [Kwame Nkrumah, Handbook of Revolutionary Warfare, Rules of Discipline.] We want our Members to be known for their character, honesty, integrity, modesty and humility and to be genuine examples of the revolutionary African Personality. At the same time, our Members must be content in and with the new emerging and developing revolutionary culture of Africa. These are the true men and women of Africa who thrive on their understanding and resolve that Revolution is an act of culture.

The A-APRP (GC) recruits and works to develop the women and men, called for by Kwame Nkrumah, Sekou Toure, and Kwame Ture. These men and women have committed themselves to African people’s and the world’s revolutionary struggle against all forms of corruption, economic exploitation and political oppression. Our Members study the principles of Nkrumahism-Toureism and are learning to allow our lives and their relationships, particularly between our women and men, to be guided by its collectivist, humanist, egalitarian and socialist principles.

The Members of the A-APRP (GC) have chosen class struggle as our foundation creed affirming that the starting point of the class struggle is to “know [and confront] the enemy within” [Ibid.], and to be uncompromising in our commitment to the struggle for the liberation and political unification of Africa under scientific socialism and the victory of Pan-Africanism over capitalism, neo-colonialism, settler-colonialism, zionism, and imperialism. It is this struggle which must become the primary focus of our Members’ life-long work. The Members of the A-APRP (GC) must never “take a single needle or piece of thread from the masses.” [Ibid.] Our passion must be derived from our willingness to be servants of the almighty People, as we have consciously and diligently forsaken a life of leisure and have cast our fate with the oppressed, exploited, and impoverished African Masses and with all of Oppressed Humanity.

The All-African People’s Revolutionary Party (GC)’s Recruitment and Orientation Brochure #2 provides potential Members with some facts about when, how and why the Party was conceived and organized, an overview of the Party’s Membership structure and process, who can join it, their rights and responsibilities. This is a living document subject to changes based on material conditions.

Who Can Join?
Every political movement, organization and party---revolutionary, reformist, or reactionary---has an ideology and objective, even if they are not conscious of it, and it is not codified, written down or named. Every revolutionary movement, organization and party makes their own unique contribution to the forward march and development, to the dialectic of revolutionary theory and practice---universal and particular. The fundamental task of every revolutionary movement, organization and party is to determine the human/motive forces of the revolution, its members, supporters and allies, and its enemies.

More than 1 billion Africans live in 69 zones (countries, islands, territories and dependencies) on the Continent of Africa, and more than 500 million Africans live in at least 175 zones (countries, islands, territories and dependencies) in Asia, Oceania, the Americas and Europe. We are One African People, Citizens of One Continental African Nation, with One Common Objective, Pan-Africanism, which Osagefyo Kwame Nkrumah has correctly defined as the total liberation and unification of Africa under scientific socialism.

All persons living or born on the Continent of Africa, who are citizens of its zones (countries and islands) and all persons of African descent---politically, culturally or historically, living in the African Diaspora, at an age culturally and legally appropriate to their People and country are eligible to join the A-APRP (GC). Membership is a voluntary act on the part of each and every African. All Members must voluntarily accept the All-African People’s Revolutionary Party (GC)'s Nkrumahist-Toureist ideology, its Pan-African objective, and its Constitution, policies and program; participate in the Party’s political education process (work-study), join and actively participate in the Party’s organizational structures; and pay dues regularly or contribute towards the self-reliant growth and development of the Party. There are three levels of Party Membership: -- Pre-Cadre, Supporters and Cadre.

Pre-Cadre

After successful completion of the A-APRP (GC)'s Orientation for Membership Process, individuals can apply to become Pre-Cadre Members of the All-African People’s Revolutionary Party (GC). They must join the Party as individuals; actively participate, where possible, in a Pre-Cadre Circle; join the appropriate mass Party organization(s); successfully complete the A-APRP (GC)'s Pre-Cadre Process; implement the Party’s policies and programs; and pay dues, as decided by the Party. Pre-Cadre Members have clearly defined rights and responsibilities. They participate in appropriate Party discussions, may vote after being a Member for six months, but may not stand for election at any level of the A-APRP (GC). However, when and where necessary, Pre-Cadre Members may be appointed to interim leadership, at various levels of the Party, by or with the approval of the appropriate higher Party body.

Pre-Cadre Members must develop and maintain close ties with the people, and all of its sectors, especially women, youth and students; disseminate the Party’s views among them, ask them for theirs and keep the Party informed of their views and demands; consult with them in all matters that affect their life and well-being; defend their legitimate interests and oppose illegitimate ones; and encourage them to join, support and help “Build the A-APRP (GC)!”

Supporters
After successful completion of the A-APRP (GC)'s Orientation for Membership Process, individuals who do not wish to become Pre-Cadre Members may voluntarily apply to become Supporters. Supporters are Members of the All-African People’s Revolutionary Party (GC). As Members, Supporters have clearly defined rights and responsibilities. They participate in appropriate Party discussions, but may not vote or stand for election at any level of the A-APRP (GC). They make regular contributions, material and immaterial, intellectual, labor, financial and time, to the Party’s self-reliant growth and development.

**Cadre**

After successful completion of the A-APRP (GC)'s Pre-Cadre Membership Process, Pre-Cadre Members may apply to become Cadre Members. All Cadre must join as individuals; actively participate, where possible, in a Cadre Circle, and remain a Member of the appropriate mass Party organization(s); successfully implement the A-APRP (GC)'s Cadre Process, which is a life-long learning and life-changing process; implement the Party’s policies and programs; and pay dues, as decided by the Party. Cadre Members have full rights and responsibilities. They participate in Party discussions and votes, and may stand for election at various levels of the A-APRP (GC), depending on the length of their Membership.

**Rights and Responsibilities**

All Party Members, as determined by their level of Membership---Pre-Cadre, Supporter, and Cadre, must fulfill the following responsibilities:

- Conscientiously participate in the Party’s political education process and, where possible, a Party Pre-Cadre or Cadre Circle, study Nkrumahism-Toureism, Pan-Africanism, and the Party’s political policies, line, program, rules, regulations and procedures.
- Participate in the development of and implementation of Party decisions, policies and programs.
- They must subordinate their individual interests to the collective interests of all African People, the Continental African Nation, African Personality and Culture, and the A-APRP (GC).
- To participate, where possible, in the discussion of questions concerning the Party's policies at Party meetings and in Party newspapers and journals.
- To make suggestions and proposals regarding the work and study of the Party.
- To make well-grounded and principled criticism of any Party unit or member at appropriate Party meeting, and not outside them; to present information or charges against any Party unit or member concerning violations of discipline or the law to the Party in a responsible way; to demand disciplinary measures against such a member, or call for dismissal or replacement of any incompetent Cadre.
- In case of disagreement with a Party decision or policy, to make reservations and present their views to Party units, provided that they resolutely carry out the decision or policy whiles it is in force.
No Party unit has the right or authority to deprive any Party Member of the above-mentioned rights, or expel or suspend them from Membership, except by and though due process and procedure. Members have the right to appeal to appeal their expulsion or suspension to higher Party bodies.

All Members, Pre-Cadre, Supporters and Cadre, shall renew their Membership on an annual basis in order to remain Members in good standing of the All-African People’s Revolutionary Party (GC).

A Member in good standing changing her or his place of residence and Membership from one geo-political area or Party unit to another, shall request the Party unit of origin to transfer, where possible, in writing, her or his Membership to the new Party unit, at the same or equivalent level. The request for transfer normally should be made before the Member changes his or her place of residence, but in any event, not more than thirty (30) days after moving. The transfer may be submitted by the Party unit of origin through the current Party bodies, or it may be submitted simultaneously to the new Party unit and the higher Party bodies, who shall process the transfer request as soon as possible, and the receiving Party unit shall promptly assist, were possible, the Member in getting situated in the new Party unit.

Dues and contributions shall be paid at a rate fixed by the Party, with consideration of the extremely un-even and un-equal levels of socio-economic reality throughout Africa and the African Diaspora. Each Party unit shall strive to become self-reliant, financially and materially. Party income shall be apportioned among the various Party units, on the basis of availability and need, as determined by higher Party bodies. Special assessments shall be levied from time to time, as determined by the Party.

Party Members who are behind in their dues or contributions shall be notified by their respective Party unit, and all efforts shall be made to assist them in becoming and remaining current. The principle of “politics before economics” must be applied in all instances, and no Member shall be suspended or excluded from Membership on the sole basis of their inability to pay dues or make contributions. Other infractions of Party policy and rules must also exist before a member can be purged. All Members who are purged have the right to appeal to the higher Party bodies.

**Join and Support!**

Membership in the All-African People’s Revolutionary Party (GC) / Parti de la Revolution Populaire Africain de Guinee (PRPAG) is open to all Africans who agree to and are willing to struggle to understand and accept our ideology Nkrumahism-Toureism, our objective Pan-Africanism, our strategy, political line, policies, and works to help Build the A-APRP (GC) / PRPAG! We are also developing relationships with progressive and revolutionary supporters and allies.

Members become part of a rigorous inspiring and life-long process of political education, ideological training, organization building, and revolutionary struggle in a revolutionary Pan-Africanist socialist Pre-Cadre and Cadre Development Circle. Political education, ideological
training, organization building, and Revolutionary struggle will cultivate revolutionary Pan-Africanist socialist Pre-Cadre and Cadre who are committed to work, study, struggle, serve, sacrifice and suffer to implement the Program of the Party.

The process of joining is simple and includes, yet is not necessarily limited to:

- Contacting the A-APRP (GC) / PRPAG through our email address, web page, mail, fax or telephone and completing the Recruitment Form.
- Inviting A-APRP (GC) / PRPAG members to your country, city, village, campus, workplace, home, church, mosque, temple, synagogue or prison to introduce us.
- Attending, online or in-person, and successfully completing the A-APRP (GC) / PRPAG’s Orientation Process for revolutionary Pan-Africanist socialist Pre-Cadre and Cadre and organization development.
- Participating in and successfully completing the A-APRP (GC) / PRPAG’s Ideological and Organizational Training Process for revolutionary Pan-Africanist socialist Pre-Cadre and Cadre and organization development.
- Joining, studying and working in a revolutionary Pan-Africanist socialist Pre-Cadre and Cadre Development Circle.
- Committing to bring, according to your ability, resources and skills, human, material and immaterial, to the growth and development of the A-APRP (GC) / PRPAG.
- Committing your life, and your life-long work, study and struggle, to service, sacrifice and struggle for African People and all of Oppressed Humanity!

Pan-Africanism is the Oldest and Only Solution to the all of the Problems Confronted by 1.3 billion African People Worldwide!

We encourage you to become a Member of the A-APRP (GC)!

For More Information, contact:

Email: info@a-aprp-gc.org – Website: www.a-aprp-gc.org

Voice Mail: (202) 719-0529